Geutebruck Nigeria Limited
Geutebrück Nigeria Limited is honored to be in Nigeria at this defining period of dynamic security challenges. We feel it is a
duty to contribute to the peaceful co-existence and prosperity of all Nigerians and their guests by supporting government
efforts to provide comprehensive security in Nigeria.
We are a high-tech security and logistic solutions company located at the heart of Germany. We know that security is
confidential, our team all over the world display this from project conception, all through realization and handover.
Our technology includes:
- Information management: we integrate all your geographically distributed video management systems into one
convenient, manageable overall system, intuitive to use, centralized or decentralized. SSL encryption is possible.
- Geutebrück VCA- Video Content Analysis can monitor e.g., movements in predefined areas or perform intelligent object
detection. This is suitable for protecting vast areas. Alarm is activated if a critical event is detected. People, vehicles, and
other objects are detected indoors and outdoors, regardless of weather conditions, night, or day. False alarms are ignored,
thus limiting storage space.
- ANPR (Number Plate Recognition) can be captured with the VCA and may be used and matched against the database
of approved or unauthorized vehicles.
- Geutebrück G-Link Integration Server makes it possible to connect a large number of third-party systems (e.g., fire
alarm systems or access control systems). You can integrate several systems using only one product.
- Geutebrück G-Health Monitoring Software helps prevent failures in your system by consistently checking the
functionality of your hardware components and alerts you in case of critical conditions, e.g., imminent hard disk failure or
system malfunctions. It reports deviations real-time via e-mail or text message.
- Geutebrück G-Core Integrations connects you to e.g., cash register, radar, or access control systems etc.
Services
Geutebruck Nigeria Limited offers you the following:
-

Project conception up to implementation-it is your project and you best know what your security challenges are
Geutebruck recognises this. Your technical teams are involved from the start to the end
Patch management-our system will remind your IT department when to update out-of-date programs. This will eliminate
discrepancies between Microsoft patches with Geutebruck software and Geutebruck system.
Extended warranty- we offer an extended warranty of three years with all of our products to make your life easy. Three
years are not enough? We can extend the warranty to four or even five years with our warranty extension option.
Maintenance contracts-Geutebruck Nigeria or partners will take care of the maintenance of your Geutebruck purchases.
All maintenance servicing is individually tailored to each customer and is carried out at fixed intervals by trained
Geutebrück specialists. Regular maintenance prevents malfunctions through errors or wear and tear and extends longevity
and functionality.
Some of the branches we service
Banks, mints
Urban surveillance
Ports, wharfs, highways, rails and mines
Airports
Gas pipelines
Housing estates

Some of our clients
Sydney Airport Australia
Boston Underground, USA
Bank of England
Bank of France
European Space Port
Royal Dutch Shell HQ. Hague
Koeberg Nuclear Facility, South Africa
The Kremlin, Moscow
Petronas Tower, Malaysia
Kimberly Diamont Mine, South Africa
ARAMCO, Saudi Arabia
Victora Station, London
Blue Stream Gas Pipeline, Russia
Chevron HQ. Ajah Nigeria
Royal Palace, Belgium

It is truly exciting to be here now. We look forward to cooperating with our partners and prospective customers in Nigeria.
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